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A Baltic tale of nothingness

“Problematization doesn't mean the representation of a pre-existent 
object, nor the creation through discourse of an object that doesn't 
exist. It's the set of discursive or nondiscursive practices that makes 
something enter into the play of the true and false, and constitutes it 
as an object for thought .”

             Michel Foucault

 

Dear reader, the story which I am about to tell you is not a story 

very much different from the rest. It is not an untold tale. 

Nothing profound or new will be found here. It is a tale about a 

man and his ship. He was a captain dreaming for a journey. As a 

young boy, he read stories about Great Captains and Great 

ships, and wished to be remembered with the likes of William 

Adams and Vasco de Gama. He believed that everytime he 

reached shore, a prison was there waiting for him. So he found 

his place within the waves. Into a sea that belongs to no-one. 

For 365 days, he embarked on a journey in the Baltic Sea to 

collect items from different museums and place them in his 

ship.

At the end of the journey, both the Captain and his ship became 

a collection of stories, of items. Each item, so unique in its 

specific little detail that told a story. 

Day 10

Somewhere in the Baltic Ocean

 It's after midnight and I still cannot sleep. People perceive 

ships as these soulless objects, which are only used to satisfy 

worldly purposes.

Out here in the vast Baltic Ocean, there are no borders or 

definitions, or labels. The ocean does not tolerate cages, chains 

or manmade social convictions. The details which you hold so 

sacred, seemingly as freeing you from oblivion, fade away in 

the horizon. I see the night sky now, filled with bright white 

lights, telling infinite stories of voyagers who were here before 

me, paying tribute to the history pages, and I feel so small, yet 

so infinite, so connected to everything. When I think about the 

life that I have left, I still raise no praise to the sky. It is clear to 

me now that the ocean offers a certain kind of freedom to its 

travelers, and I am deciding, in this very moment, to embrace 

it. 
Writer’s cell, photographic plan



Nothingness is what stands between me and the shore. Nothing 

doesn't actually mean the absence of everything. Even if it 

meant that it would still hold a physical presence. Nothingness 

is on the one hand the property of having nothing and on the 

other the description of something that has no importance. It is 

a political point of view. It is the thing that “banished” me. But 

still everything now feels more important than ever.

It is the ship that for some is a “nothing”. Maybe they are right. 

But it is not like any other ship. It decides. It decides how it will 

collect important artifacts and how it will exhibit them and 

where. Although “invisible”, it holds a whole system together 

and that should mean something.  

Day 50

GDANSK

Stepping into The Old Toys Gallery was a trip to the past.  I was 

12 years old again, sitting in my grandparent's living room, 

listening to that old dusty radio. 

Looking around that tiny little room I could see the toys come 

to life. They were telling stories about magical little children, 

who slew dragons and fought pirates, who dared to visit a 

magical world so far from reality, a world so real and dear to 

them. The toys were their trusty companions, whether that was 

in a form of a doll or a weapon. The children's imagination was 

just as important to them as were those toys. They were the 

ticket, a rite of passage to those strange and unique worlds. A 

wooden sword or a simple doll would go unnoticed by “adult 

eyes”. However, for a little kid, they seem so much more. 

Day 365

HELSINKI 

Finally! We had done it! We collected all the items we needed. 

We are setting shore at Helsinki! I can see the people waiting 

for us! I can hear the music playing in tribute to our return. 

Drums, violins, guitars, all lullabies marking the end of a 

journey, our journey. Little children running around the beach 

waiting to see what the ship brings, what stories are in store for 

them. Bonfires serving as beacons for a weary traveler. 



BALTIC SEA

A map of the baltic sea illustrating
the existing ship routes, the topography
of the sea and the geographic points of
the sunken ships





The ship’s photographic section and plan view





Collages illustrating the ship approaching the port
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